We introduce a novel achromatic and robust scheme for n-fold multiple beam splitting based on adiabatic light transfer in a planar geometry of coupled waveguides (WGs). The concept is experimentally verified for a one-to-three beam splitter by using a reconfigurable light-induced WG structure at two operating wavelengths. The demonstrated planar-type achromatic beam splitter opens new opportunities for the realization of ultra-high bandwidth on-chip photonic devices.
The formal analogy between wave coupling in adjacent optical waveguides (WGs) and the phenomenon of stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) in atomic physics [1, 2] has inspired a number of recent studies. These are motivated both by the fundamental aspects of such optical phenomena and their potential application in integrated photonic devices [3] [4] [5] [6] . All such devices, including beam splitters and couplers profit from the insensitivity of the adiabatic light transfer to the exact evolution of coupling coefficients between the WGs.
Beam splitters are among the most important devices in both bulk and integrated optics. They form the basic building blocks for many practical devices, and are critically essential for the realization of quantum logic gates in future quantum computers [7] . Conventional integrated beam splitters (for instance based on a directional coupler) are designed for a specific wavelength and generally suffer from chromatic limitations. STIRAP-like adiabatic light transfer can offer the solution to overcome this limitation. As such, one-to-three beam splitter based on multistate STIRAP [4] and a 1-to-n multiple splitter based on a nonplanar three dimensional WG configuration [6] have been theoretically proposed. Furthermore, a one-to-two achromatic beam splitter based on the optical analog to the fractional STIRAP process [8] has also been experimentally demonstrated using laser written WGs [9] . However, the development of on-chip high-bandwidth photonics requires an access to a larger number of output ports for the realization of robust and achromatic multiple beam splitters in planar geometry.
In this Letter, we propose theoretically and demonstrate experimentally a novel concept that exploits the evolution of an adiabatic transfer state [10] in the system and leads to multiple and achromatic splitting of light into n output ports. In particular, we realize one-to-three planar beam splitter by using a reconfigurable lightinduced WG scheme [11] and test its performance for two different wavelengths of 633 and 850 nm.
The WG structure leading to the multiple beam splitting is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The structure is composed by a total of N 2 WGs. The input WG I is placed near a buffer WG B and an array of N equidistant straight WGs. In the paraxial approximation in weakly curved WGs, the light evolution can be analyzed in the framework of the coupled mode theory with nearest neighbors coupling. By denoting A A I ; A B ; A 1 ; :::; A N T the amplitude of the modes in the individual WGs, the propagation of a monochromatic wave in this structure can be described by
This is a set of N 2 differential equations where H is The form of the WGs insures that the scalar coupling constants C P (between WG I and WG B) and C S (between WG B and WG 1 of the array) are z-dependent. In contrast, the coupling constants C j;j1 (j 1; 2; 3; :::; N − 1) between the WGs in the N-fold array are z independent. As discussed later, if a multiple beam splitter with equal intensity outputs is desired all C j;j1 are chosen to be all equal to C 0 . The quantities C P z and C S z are the analogues to the Rabi frequencies for the pump and Stokes pulses in the STIRAP process in quantum physics [1, 2, 10] . However, in contrast to STIR-AP and its optical analogues [5, 9] , where the Stokes pulse couples the second-last and the last state in the chain, here C S z couples the second (WG B) and the third state (WG 1). The WG arrangement in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) is said to be counterintuitive, as the coupling is strongest first among WGs that do not contain light. The intuitive order corresponds to the situation of Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).
According to the STIRAP theory, for an odd number of WGs N in the array the structure possesses an adiabatic transfer state, provided that the adiabatic condition
Here Z is the overlap distance of the coupling pulses C P z and C S z, and C Pm and C Sm are their maximum values. The relative amplitude distribution at the output (z L) is [10]
as well as A 2k L 0 and A B L 0. In (3) the second equality holds in our special case of a homogeneous WG array. Furthermore, in the counterintuitive case, for which C P L largely exceeds C S L [ Fig. 1(b) ], no light remains in WG I. Thus for an input field launched only in WG I, the output field will be Az L 1 n p 0; 0; −1; 0; 1; …; −1; 0; 1 T ;
where n N 1 ∕ 2 is the number of excited output WGs (number of output ports). Figure 2 Importantly, the input light is divided into three essentially equally intense output ports, irrespective of the wavelength. It is worth noting that Eq. (3) also predicts that, if the coupling constants C j;j1 between the WGs of the array are not the same, different distributions of the intensities in the odd WGs of the array can be achieved. Figures 2(d) and 2(e) show cases for which the multiple splitting does not work. Figure 2(d) is for an odd number of WGs N but intuitive order of the coupling pulses as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) . The light strongly oscillate between odd and even WGs, which can be ascribed to Rabi-like oscillations [10] . Finally, for an even number of WGs the STIRAP theory predicts that an adiabatic transfer state does not exist [10] , resulting in a complex light evolution as seen in Fig. 2(e) . Experimental verification of the above predicted multiple splitting is performed by photoinducing the WG structures of Figs. 1(a) and 1(c) using lateral illumination of a biased photorefractive crystal [11, 12] . A simplified setup is shown in Fig. 3 . A 23 mm-long weakly Ce doped Sr 0.61 Ba 0.39 Nb 2 O 6 crystal (SBN) is used to record the WGs. The desired optical structure is imprinted onto a 532 nm cw control beam by a spatial light modulator (SLM) and imaged on the crystal by two crossed cylindrical lenses. The photorefractive process in the crystal takes place under a bias electric field E 0 and leads to local refractive index changes Δn, which depend on E 0 and reproduce the structure on the control beam. Easy reconfiguration of the WG structure is achieved by changing the pattern on the SLM. The structure is probed by a low power beam at two different wavelengths (633 and 850 nm) allowing to verify the achromaticity of our adiabatic beam splitter scheme. The probe beam output intensity distribution is observed by imaging the exit face of the crystal on a CCD camera. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used to reveal the relative phase between the output ports. In our experiments the WG width is 7.2 μm with an index modulation Δn ≈ 10 −4 as a result of the application of a bias voltage of E 0 3 kV ∕ cm. The array has a period of 9.6 μm. The effective value [13] of the maximum coupling constant C 0 is C 0 633 nm 1.1 0.1 mm −1 and C 0 850 nm 1.5 0.1 mm −1 , leading to W ≈ 12.4 at 633 nm and W ≈ 17 at 850 nm. The coupling constants have been estimated by analyzing the extent of the discrete diffraction patterns [14] in a WG array composed of 150 WGs with the same WG parameters.
Our experimental results are summarized in Fig. 4 . As seen in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), for an odd number of WGs in the array (N 5) and the counterintuitive order, light splits into three nearly equal output ports, where the odd WGs are populated, while the even number of WGs have negligible intensity. Most importantly, the adiabatic process is completely independent on the excitation wavelength, thus confirming the theoretical expectations and proving the achromaticity of the process. As expected, in all other cases including the intuitive order ( Fig. 4(c) ) or structure with even number of WGs ( Fig. 4(d) ) the wished light splitting does not occur and the output pattern is more complex. The solution (4) for the output amplitudes of the adiabatic transfer state under our conditions predicts that the waves in neighboring activated ports of the array are mutually out of phase by π. Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) compare the interferograms in absence of induced WGs and for the geometry used in Fig. 4(a) , with three output ports (vertical stripes in the planar-type WGs). The observed π phase shift in Fig. 4 (f) between the central (WG 3) and the two other stripes (WG 1 and WG 5) fully confirms the theoretical expectations.
In conclusion, we have presented and verified experimentally a new concept for multiple and highly achromatic light splitting based on adiabatic light transfer. Unlike for earlier proposals based on adiabatic light transfer [4, 6, 9] , here equal intensity splitting does not rely on specific design for intermediate coupling constants, on specific three-dimensional WG arrangements, or on a specific propagation distance. Provided that the adiabatic condition is well fulfilled, the present planartype approach allows robust and achromatic wave splitting into a large number of output ports, suitable for applications in ultra-high bandwidth on-chip photonics. Moreover, our approach can be generalized to provide arbitrary splitting distributions at the device output by changing the coupling constants between the WGs of the array through the WG spacing.
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